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This is the fourth and final volume in the Princeton Lectures in Analysis, a series of textbooks that aim to present, in an
integrated manner, the core areas of analysis. Beginning with the basic facts of functional analysis, this volume looks at
Banach spaces, Lp spaces, and distribution theory, and highlights their roles in harmonic analysis. The authors then use
the Baire category theorem to illustrate several points, including the existence of Besicovitch sets. The second half of the
book introduces readers to other central topics in analysis, such as probability theory and Brownian motion, which
culminates in the solution of Dirichlet's problem. The concluding chapters explore several complex variables and
oscillatory integrals in Fourier analysis, and illustrate applications to such diverse areas as nonlinear dispersion equations
and the problem of counting lattice points. Throughout the book, the authors focus on key results in each area and stress
the organic unity of the subject. A comprehensive and authoritative text that treats some of the main topics of modern
analysis A look at basic functional analysis and its applications in harmonic analysis, probability theory, and several
complex variables Key results in each area discussed in relation to other areas of mathematics Highlights the organic
unity of large areas of analysis traditionally split into subfields Interesting exercises and problems illustrate ideas Clear
proofs provided
Functional analysis owes much of its early impetus to problems that arise in the calculus of variations. In turn, the
methods developed there have been applied to optimal control, an area that also requires new tools, such as nonsmooth
analysis. This self-contained textbook gives a complete course on all these topics. It is written by a leading specialist who
is also a noted expositor. This book provides a thorough introduction to functional analysis and includes many novel
elements as well as the standard topics. A short course on nonsmooth analysis and geometry completes the first half of
the book whilst the second half concerns the calculus of variations and optimal control. The author provides a
comprehensive course on these subjects, from their inception through to the present. A notable feature is the inclusion of
recent, unifying developments on regularity, multiplier rules, and the Pontryagin maximum principle, which appear here
for the first time in a textbook. Other major themes include existence and Hamilton-Jacobi methods. The many
substantial examples, and the more than three hundred exercises, treat such topics as viscosity solutions, nonsmooth
Lagrangians, the logarithmic Sobolev inequality, periodic trajectories, and systems theory. They also touch lightly upon
several fields of application: mechanics, economics, resources, finance, control engineering. Functional Analysis,
Calculus of Variations and Optimal Control is intended to support several different courses at the first-year or secondyear graduate level, on functional analysis, on the calculus of variations and optimal control, or on some combination. For
this reason, it has been organized with customization in mind. The text also has considerable value as a reference.
Besides its advanced results in the calculus of variations and optimal control, its polished presentation of certain other
topics (for example convex analysis, measurable selections, metric regularity, and nonsmooth analysis) will be
appreciated by researchers in these and related fields.
topics. However, only a modest preliminary knowledge is needed. In the first chapter, where we introduce an important
topological concept, the so-called topological degree for continuous maps from subsets ofRn into Rn, you need not know
anything about functional analysis. Starting with Chapter 2, where infinite dimensions first appear, one should be familiar
with the essential step of consider ing a sequence or a function of some sort as a point in the corresponding vector space
of all such sequences or functions, whenever this abstraction is worthwhile. One should also work out the things which
are proved in § 7 and accept certain basic principles of linear functional analysis quoted there for easier references, until
they are applied in later chapters. In other words, even the 'completely linear' sections which we have included for your
convenience serve only as a vehicle for progress in nonlinearity. Another point that makes the text introductory is the use
of an essentially uniform mathematical language and way of thinking, one which is no doubt familiar from elementary
lectures in analysis that did not worry much about its connections with algebra and topology. Of course we shall use
some elementary topological concepts, which may be new, but in fact only a few remarks here and there pertain to
algebraic or differential topological concepts and methods.
The present volume contains all the exercises and their solutions for Lang's second edition of Undergraduate Analysis.
The wide variety of exercises, which range from computational to more conceptual and which are of vary ing difficulty,
cover the following subjects and more: real numbers, limits, continuous functions, differentiation and elementary
integration, normed vector spaces, compactness, series, integration in one variable, improper integrals, convolutions,
Fourier series and the Fourier integral, functions in n-space, derivatives in vector spaces, the inverse and implicit
mapping theorem, ordinary differential equations, multiple integrals, and differential forms. My objective is to offer those
learning and teaching analysis at the undergraduate level a large number of completed exercises and I hope that this
book, which contains over 600 exercises covering the topics mentioned above, will achieve my goal. The exercises are
an integral part of Lang's book and I encourage the reader to work through all of them. In some cases, the problems in
the beginning chapters are used in later ones, for example, in Chapter IV when one constructs-bump functions, which are
used to smooth out singulari ties, and prove that the space of functions is dense in the space of regu lated maps. The
numbering of the problems is as follows. Exercise IX. 5. 7 indicates Exercise 7, §5, of Chapter IX. Acknowledgments I am
grateful to Serge Lang for his help and enthusiasm in this project, as well as for teaching me mathematics (and much
more) with so much generosity and patience.
This textbook is addressed to graduate students in mathematics or other disciplines who wish to understand the essential
concepts of functional analysis and their applications to partial differential equations. The book is intentionally concise,
presenting all the fundamental concepts and results but omitting the more specialized topics. Enough of the theory of
Sobolev spaces and semigroups of linear operators is included as needed to develop significant applications to elliptic,
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parabolic, and hyperbolic PDEs. Throughout the book, care has been taken to explain the connections between
theorems in functional analysis and familiar results of finite-dimensional linear algebra. The main concepts and ideas
used in the proofs are illustrated with a large number of figures. A rich collection of homework problems is included at the
end of most chapters. The book is suitable as a text for a one-semester graduate course.
This classic text is written for graduate courses in functional analysis. This text is used in modern investigations in
analysis and applied mathematics. This new edition includes up-to-date presentations of topics as well as more examples
and exercises. New topics include Kakutani's fixed point theorem, Lamonosov's invariant subspace theorem, and an
ergodic theorem. This text is part of the Walter Rudin Student Series in Advanced Mathematics.
Functional Analysis and Time Optimal Control
Functional analysis arose in the early twentieth century and gradually, conquering one stronghold after another, became
a nearly universal mathematical doctrine, not merely a new area of mathematics, but a new mathematical world view. Its
appearance was the inevitable consequence of the evolution of all of nineteenth-century mathematics, in particular
classical analysis and mathematical physics. Its original basis was formed by Cantor’s theory of sets and linear algebra.
Its existence answered the question of how to state general principles of a broadly interpreted analysis in a way suitable
for the most diverse situations. A.M. Vershik ([45], p. 438). This text evolved from the content of a one semester
introductory course in fu- tional analysis that I have taught a number of times since 1996 at the University of Virginia. My
students have included ?rst and second year graduate students prep- ing for thesis work in analysis, algebra, or
topology, graduate students in various departments in the School of Engineering and Applied Science, and several undgraduate mathematics or physics majors. After a ?rst draft of the manuscript was completed, it was also used for an
independent reading course for several und- graduates preparing for graduate school.
Key Features:Basic knowledge in functional analysis is a pre-requisite. Illustrations via partial differential equations of physics provided.
Exercises given in each chapter to augment concepts and theorems.About the Book:The book, written to give a fairly comprehensive
treatment of the techniques from Functional Analysis used in the modern theory of Partial Differential Equations, is now in its third edition.
The original structure of the book has been retained but each chapter has been revamped. Proofs of several theorems have been either
simplified or elaborated in order to achieve greater clarity. It is hoped that this version is even more user-friendly than before. In the chapter
on Distributions, some additional results, with proof, have been presented. The section on Convolution of Functions has been rewritten. In the
chapter on Sobolev Spaces, the section containing Stampacchia's theorem on composition of functions has been reorganized. Some
additional results on Eigenvalue problems are presented. The material in the text is supplemented by four appendices and updated
bibliography at the end.
This book contains almost 450 exercises, all with complete solutions; it provides supplementary examples, counter-examples, and
applications for the basic notions usually presented in an introductory course in Functional Analysis. Three comprehensive sections cover the
broad topic of functional analysis. A large number of exercises on the weak topologies is included.
This textbook presents problems and exercises at various levels of difficulty in the following areas: Classical Methods in PDEs (diffusion,
waves, transport, potential equations); Basic Functional Analysis and Distribution Theory; Variational Formulation of Elliptic Problems; and
Weak Formulation for Parabolic Problems and for the Wave Equation. Thanks to the broad variety of exercises with complete solutions, it can
be used in all basic and advanced PDE courses.
"Covers metric, topological, normed, and Hilbert spaces; bounded linear operators; Hamel, Schauder, and Hilbert bases. Theorems include
Banach fixed point, Baire's category, Banach-Steinhaus, open mapping, Weierstrass approximation, Stone-Weierstrass, Baire-Osgood,
Muntz. Appendix gives background on set theory and linear algebra. Index and appoximately 120 pages of solutions to odd-numbered
exercises"--Provided by publisher.
Banach spaces provide a framework for linear and nonlinear functional analysis, operator theory, abstract analysis, probability, optimization
and other branches of mathematics. This book introduces the reader to linear functional analysis and to related parts of infinite-dimensional
Banach space theory. Key Features: - Develops classical theory, including weak topologies, locally convex space, Schauder bases and
compact operator theory - Covers Radon-Nikodým property, finite-dimensional spaces and local theory on tensor products - Contains
sections on uniform homeomorphisms and non-linear theory, Rosenthal's L1 theorem, fixed points, and more - Includes information about
further topics and directions of research and some open problems at the end of each chapter - Provides numerous exercises for practice The
text is suitable for graduate courses or for independent study. Prerequisites include basic courses in calculus and linear. Researchers in
functional analysis will also benefit for this book as it can serve as a reference book.
The goal of this textbook is to provide an introduction to the methods and language of functional analysis, including Hilbert spaces, Fredholm
theory for compact operators, and spectral theory of self-adjoint operators. It also presents the basic theorems and methods of abstract
functional analysis and a few applications of these methods to Banach algebras and the theory of unbounded self-adjoint operators. The text
corresponds to material for two semester courses (Part I and Part II, respectively), and it is as self-contained as possible. The only
prerequisites for the first part are minimal amounts of linear algebra and calculus. However, for the second course (Part II), it is useful to have
some knowledge of topology and measure theory. Each chapter is followed by numerous exercises, whose solutions are given at the end of
the book.
This elementary presentation exposes readers to both the process of rigor and the rewards inherent in taking an axiomatic approach to the
study of functions of a real variable. The aim is to challenge and improve mathematical intuition rather than to verify it. The philosophy of this
book is to focus attention on questions which give analysis its inherent fascination. Each chapter begins with the discussion of some
motivating examples and concludes with a series of questions.
It is generally believed that solving problems is the most important part of the learning process in mathematics because it forces students to
truly understand the definitions, comb through the theorems and proofs, and think at length about the mathematics. The purpose of this book
is to complement the existing literature in introductory real and functional analysis at the graduate level with a variety of conceptual problems
(1,457 in total), ranging from easily accessible to thought provoking, mixing the practical and the theoretical aspects of the subject. Problems
are grouped into ten chapters covering the main topics usually taught in courses on real and functional analysis. Each of these chapters
opens with a brief reader's guide stating the needed definitions and basic results in the area and closes with a short description of the
problems. - See more at: http://bookstore.ams.org/GSM-166/#sthash.ZMb1J6lg.dpuf It is generally believed that solving problems is the most
important part of the learning process in mathematics because it forces students to truly understand the definitions, comb through the
theorems and proofs, and think at length about the mathematics. The purpose of this book is to complement the existing literature in
introductory real and functional analysis at the graduate level with a variety of conceptual problems (1,457 in total), ranging from easily
accessible to thought provoking, mixing the practical and the theoretical aspects of the subject. Problems are grouped into ten chapters
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covering the main topics usually taught in courses on real and functional analysis. Each of these chapters opens with a brief reader's guide
stating the needed definitions and basic results in the area and closes with a short description of the problems. The Problem chapters are
accompanied by Solution chapters, which include solutions to two-thirds of the problems. Students can expect the solutions to be written in a
direct language that they can understand; usually the most "natural" rather than the most elegant solution is presented. The Problem chapters
are accompanied by Solution chapters, which include solutions to two-thirds of the problems. Students can expect the solutions to be written
in a direct language that they can understand; usually the most “natural” rather than the most elegant solution is presented. - See more at:
http://bookstore.ams.org/GSM-166/#sthash.ZMb1J6lg.dpufhe Problem chapters are accompanied by Solution chapters, which include
solutions to two-thirds of the - See more at: http://bookstore.ams.org/GSM-166/#sthash.ZMb1J6lg.dpuft is generally believed that solving
problems is the most important part of the learning process in mathematics because it forces students to truly understand the definitions,
comb through the theorems and proofs, and think at length about the mathematics. The purpose of this book is to complement the existing
literature in introductory real and functional analysis at the graduate level with a variety of - See more at:
http://bookstore.ams.org/GSM-166/#sthash.ZMb1J6lg.dpufIt is generally believed that solving problems is the most important part of the
learning process in mathematics because it forces students to truly understand the definitions, comb through the theorems and proofs, and
think at length about the mathematics. The purpose of this book is to complement the existing literature in introductory real and functional
analysis at the graduate level with a variety of conceptual problems (1,457 in total), ranging from easily accessible to thought provoking,
mixing the practical and the theoretical aspects of the subject. Problems are grouped into ten chapters covering the main topics usually
taught in courses on real and functional analysis. Each of these chapters opens with a brief reader's guide stating - See more at:
http://bookstore.ams.org/GSM-166/#sthash.ZMb1J6lg.dpuf
Intended as an introductory text on Functional Analysis for the postgraduate students of Mathematics, this compact and well-organized book
covers all the topics considered essential to the subject. In so doing, it provides a very good understanding of the subject to the reader. The
book begins with a review of linear algebra, and then it goes on to give the basic notion of a norm on linear space (proving thereby most of
the basic results), progresses gradually, dealing with operators, and proves some of the basic theorems of Functional Analysis. Besides, the
book analyzes more advanced topics like dual space considerations, compact operators, and spectral theory of Banach and Hilbert space
operators. The text is so organized that it strives, particularly in the last chapter, to apply and relate the basic theorems to problems which
arise while solving operator equations. The present edition is a thoroughly revised version of its first edition, which also includes a section on
Hahn-Banach extension theorem for operators and discussions on Lax-Milgram theorem. This student-friendly text, with its clear exposition of
concepts, should prove to be a boon to the beginner aspiring to have an insight into Functional Analysis. KEY FEATURES • Plenty of
examples have been worked out in detail, which not only illustrate a particular result, but also point towards its limitations so that subsequent
stronger results follow. • Exercises, which are designed to aid understanding and to promote mastery of the subject, are interspersed
throughout the text. TARGET AUDIENCE • M.Sc. Mathematics
This book is an introductory text in functional analysis. Unlike many modern treatments, it begins with the particular and works its way to the
more general. From the reviews: "This book is an excellent text for a first graduate course in functional analysis....Many interesting and
important applications are included....It includes an abundance of exercises, and is written in the engaging and lucid style which we have
come to expect from the author." --MATHEMATICAL REVIEWS
This textbook, based on three series of lectures held by the author at the University of Strasbourg, presents functional analysis in a nontraditional way by generalizing elementary theorems of plane geometry to spaces of arbitrary dimension. This approach leads naturally to the
basic notions and theorems. Most results are illustrated by the small lp spaces. The Lebesgue integral, meanwhile, is treated via the direct
approach of Frigyes Riesz, whose constructive definition of measurable functions leads to optimal, clear-cut versions of the classical
theorems of Fubini-Tonelli and Radon-Nikodým. Lectures on Functional Analysis and the Lebesgue Integral presents the most important
topics for students, with short, elegant proofs. The exposition style follows the Hungarian mathematical tradition of Paul Erd?s and others.
The order of the first two parts, functional analysis and the Lebesgue integral, may be reversed. In the third and final part they are combined
to study various spaces of continuous and integrable functions. Several beautiful, but almost forgotten, classical theorems are also included.
Both undergraduate and graduate students in pure and applied mathematics, physics and engineering will find this textbook useful. Only
basic topological notions and results are used and various simple but pertinent examples and exercises illustrate the usefulness and
optimality of most theorems. Many of these examples are new or difficult to localize in the literature, and the original sources of most notions
and results are indicated to help the reader understand the genesis and development of the field.
Provides avenues for applying functional analysis to the practical study of natural sciences as well as mathematics. Contains worked
problems on Hilbert space theory and on Banach spaces and emphasizes concepts, principles, methods and major applications of functional
analysis.
Written as a textbook, A First Course in Functional Analysis is an introduction to basic functional analysis and operator theory, with an
emphasis on Hilbert space methods. The aim of this book is to introduce the basic notions of functional analysis and operator theory without
requiring the student to have taken a course in measure theory as a prerequisite. It is written and structured the way a course would be
designed, with an emphasis on clarity and logical development alongside real applications in analysis. The background required for a student
taking this course is minimal; basic linear algebra, calculus up to Riemann integration, and some acquaintance with topological and metric
spaces.
This advanced graduate textbook presents main results and techniques in Functional Analysis and uses them to explore other areas of
mathematics and applications. Special attention is paid to creating appropriate frameworks towards solving significant problems involving
differential and integral equations. Exercises at the end of each chapter help the reader to understand the richness of ideas and methods
offered by Functional Analysis. Some of the exercises supplement theoretical material, while others relate to the real world. This textbook,
with its friendly exposition, focuses on different problems in physics and other applied sciences and uniquely provides solutions to most of the
exercises. The text is aimed toward graduate students and researchers in applied mathematics, physics, and neighboring fields of science.
Even the simplest mathematical abstraction of the phenomena of reality the real line-can be regarded from different points of view by different
mathematical disciplines. For example, the algebraic approach to the study of the real line involves describing its properties as a set to whose
elements we can apply" operations," and obtaining an algebraic model of it on the basis of these properties, without regard for the topological
properties. On the other hand, we can focus on the topology of the real line and construct a formal model of it by singling out its" continuity"
as a basis for the model. Analysis regards the line, and the functions on it, in the unity of the whole system of their algebraic and topological
properties, with the fundamental deductions about them obtained by using the interplay between the algebraic and topological structures. The
same picture is observed at higher stages of abstraction. Algebra studies linear spaces, groups, rings, modules, and so on. Topology studies
structures of a different kind on arbitrary sets, structures that give mathe matical meaning to the concepts of a limit, continuity, a
neighborhood, and so on. Functional analysis takes up topological linear spaces, topological groups, normed rings, modules of
representations of topological groups in topological linear spaces, and so on. Thus, the basic object of study in functional analysis consists of
objects equipped with compatible algebraic and topological structures.
Based on a graduate course by the celebrated analyst Nigel Kalton, this well-balanced introduction to functional analysis makes clear not only
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how, but why, the field developed. All major topics belonging to a first course in functional analysis are covered. However, unlike traditional
introductions to the subject, Banach spaces are emphasized over Hilbert spaces, and many details are presented in a novel manner, such as
the proof of the Hahn–Banach theorem based on an inf-convolution technique, the proof of Schauder's theorem, and the proof of the
Milman–Pettis theorem. With the inclusion of many illustrative examples and exercises, An Introductory Course in Functional Analysis equips
the reader to apply the theory and to master its subtleties. It is therefore well-suited as a textbook for a one- or two-semester introductory
course in functional analysis or as a companion for independent study.
This course text fills a gap for first-year graduate-level students reading applied functional analysis or advanced engineering analysis and
modern control theory. Containing 100 problem-exercises, answers, and tutorial hints, the first edition is often cited as a standard reference.
Making a unique contribution to numerical analysis for operator equations, it introduces interval analysis into the mainstream of computational
functional analysis, and discusses the elegant techniques for reproducing Kernel Hilbert spaces. There is discussion of a successful
‘‘hybrid’’ method for difficult real-life problems, with a balance between coverage of linear and non-linear operator equations. The authors
successful teaching philosophy: ‘‘We learn by doing’’ is reflected throughout the book. Contains 100 problem-exercises, answers and
tutorial hints for students reading applied functional analysis Introduces interval analysis into the mainstream of computational functional
analysis
This book is intended to be used with graduate courses in Banach space theory.
This book constitutes a concise introductory course on Functional Analysis for students who have studied calculus and linear algebra. The
topics covered are Banach spaces, continuous linear transformations, Frechet derivative, geometry of Hilbert spaces, compact operators, and
distributions. In addition, the book includes selected applications of functional analysis to differential equations, optimization, physics
(classical and quantum mechanics), and numerical analysis. The book contains 197 problems, meant to reinforce the fundamental concepts.
The inclusion of detailed solutions to all the exercises makes the book ideal also for self-study. A Friendly Approach to Functional Analysis is
written specifically for undergraduate students of pure mathematics and engineering, and those studying joint programmes with mathematics.
Request Inspection Copy
This textbook is a completely revised, updated, and expanded English edition of the important Analyse fonctionnelle (1983). In addition, it
contains a wealth of problems and exercises (with solutions) to guide the reader. Uniquely, this book presents in a coherent, concise and
unified way the main results from functional analysis together with the main results from the theory of partial differential equations (PDEs).
Although there are many books on functional analysis and many on PDEs, this is the first to cover both of these closely connected topics.
Since the French book was first published, it has been translated into Spanish, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Romanian, Greek and Chinese.
The English edition makes a welcome addition to this list.
The unifying approach of functional analysis is to view functions as points in abstract vector space and the differential and integral operators
as linear transformations on these spaces. The author's goal is to present the basics of functional analysis in a way that makes them
comprehensible to a student who has completed courses in linear algebra and real analysis, and to develop the topics in their historical
contexts.
It begins in Chapter 1 with an introduction to the necessary foundations, including the Arzelà–Ascoli theorem, elementary Hilbert space
theory, and the Baire Category Theorem. Chapter 2 develops the three fundamental principles of functional analysis (uniform boundedness,
open mapping theorem, Hahn–Banach theorem) and discusses reflexive spaces and the James space. Chapter 3 introduces the weak and
weak topologies and includes the theorems of Banach–Alaoglu, Banach–Dieudonné, Eberlein–Šmulyan, Kre&ibreve;n–Milman, as well as an
introduction to topological vector spaces and applications to ergodic theory. Chapter 4 is devoted to Fredholm theory. It includes an
introduction to the dual operator and to compact operators, and it establishes the closed image theorem. Chapter 5 deals with the spectral
theory of bounded linear operators. It introduces complex Banach and Hilbert spaces, the continuous functional calculus for self-adjoint and
normal operators, the Gelfand spectrum, spectral measures, cyclic vectors, and the spectral theorem. Chapter 6 introduces unbounded
operators and their duals. It establishes the closed image theorem in this setting and extends the functional calculus and spectral measure to
unbounded self-adjoint operators on Hilbert spaces. Chapter 7 gives an introduction to strongly continuous semigroups and their infinitesimal
generators. It includes foundational results about the dual semigroup and analytic semigroups, an exposition of measurable functions with
values in a Banach space, and a discussion of solutions to the inhomogeneous equation and their regularity properties. The appendix
establishes the equivalence of the Lemma of Zorn and the Axiom of Choice, and it contains a proof of Tychonoff's theorem. With 10 to 20
elaborate exercises at the end of each chapter, this book can be used as a text for a one-or-two-semester course on functional analysis for
beginning graduate students. Prerequisites are first-year analysis and linear algebra, as well as some foundational material from the secondyear courses on point set topology, complex analysis in one variable, and measure and integration.
Accessible text covering core functional analysis topics in Hilbert and Banach spaces, with detailed proofs and 200 fully-worked exercises.
This introduction to the ideas and methods of linear functional analysis shows how familiar and useful concepts from finite-dimensional linear
algebra can be extended or generalized to infinite-dimensional spaces. Aimed at advanced undergraduates in mathematics and physics, the
book assumes a standard background of linear algebra, real analysis (including the theory of metric spaces), and Lebesgue integration,
although an introductory chapter summarizes the requisite material. A highlight of the second edition is a new chapter on the Hahn-Banach
theorem and its applications to the theory of duality.

This Book Is An Introductory Text Written With Minimal Prerequisites. The Plan Is To Impose A Distance Structure On A
Linear Space, Exploit It Fully And Then Introduce Additional Features Only When One Cannot Get Any Further Without
Them. The Book Naturally Falls Into Two Parts And Each Of Them Is Developed Independently Of The Other The First
Part Deals With Normed Spaces, Their Completeness And Continuous Linear Maps On Them, Including The Theory Of
Compact Operators. The Much Shorter Second Part Treats Hilbert Spaces And Leads Upto The Spectral Theorem For
Compact Self-Adjoint Operators. Four Appendices Point Out Areas Of Further Development.Emphasis Is On Giving A
Number Of Examples To Illustrate Abstract Concepts And On Citing Varirous Applications Of Results Proved In The
Text. In Addition To Proving Existence And Uniqueness Of A Solution, Its Apprroximate Construction Is Indicated.
Problems Of Varying Degrees Of Difficulty Are Given At The End Of Each Section. Their Statements Contain The
Answers As Well.
Written by an expert on the topic and experienced lecturer, this textbook provides an elegant, self-contained introduction
to functional analysis, including several advanced topics and applications to harmonic analysis. Starting from basic topics
before proceeding to more advanced material, the book covers measure and integration theory, classical Banach and
Hilbert space theory, spectral theory for bounded operators, fixed point theory, Schauder bases, the Riesz-Thorin
interpolation theorem for operators, as well as topics in duality and convexity theory. Aimed at advanced undergraduate
and graduate students, this book is suitable for both introductory and more advanced courses in functional analysis.
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Including over 1500 exercises of varying difficulty and various motivational and historical remarks, the book can be used
for self-study and alongside lecture courses.
Mathematics is playing an ever more important role in the physical and biological sciences, provoking a blurring of
boundaries between scienti?c disciplines and a resurgence of interest in the modern as well as the cl- sical techniques of
applied mathematics. This renewal of interest, both in research and teaching, has led to the establishment of the series:
Texts in Applied Mathematics (TAM). Thedevelopmentofnewcoursesisanaturalconsequenceofahighlevelof excitement on
the research frontier as newer techniques, such as numerical and symbolic computer systems, dynamical systems, and
chaos, mix with and reinforce the traditional methods of applied mathematics. Thus, the purpose of this textbook series is
to meet the current and future needs of these advances and to encourage the teaching of new courses. TAM will publish
textbooks suitable for use in advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate courses, and will complement the Applied
Ma- ematical Sciences (AMS) series, which will focus on advanced textbooks and research-level monographs.
Includes sections on the spectral resolution and spectralrepresentation of self adjoint operators, invariant
subspaces,strongly continuous one-parameter semigroups, the index ofoperators, the trace formula of Lidskii, the
Fredholm determinant,and more. * Assumes prior knowledge of Naive set theory, linear algebra,point set topology, basic
complex variable, and realvariables. * Includes an appendix on the Riesz representation theorem.
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